Deep learning-based methods have achieved great success in target detection tasks of computer vision, but when it comes to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image ship detection, some new challenges appear because of the wide swath of images, diverse appearances of ships and lack of detail information, which make the detection inefficient and less effective. Aiming to these issues, in this paper, a lightweight feature optimizing network (LFO-Net) based on popular single shot detector (SSD) model is proposed for single polarization SAR image ship detection. Firstly, a simpler structure called lightweight single shot detector (LSSD) is designed, which can be trained from scratch and can reduce the training and testing time without accuracy cost. Secondly, a new bi-directional feature fusion module including one semantic aggregation block and one feature reuse block is proposed to improve the performance of multi-scale targets detection by enhancing the features of both low feature layers and high feature layers. Then the features are further optimized by leveraging attention mechanism, which is beneficial to catch the silent information more efficiently. A set of experiments are implemented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method using the public SAR ship detection dataset (SSDD). The results show that the proposed method has significant advantages in both speed and accuracy, and outperforms other state-of-art methods. Additionally, a test on GF-3 satellite SAR data with multiple modes verifies the generalization performance of this model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ship detection in remote sensing image is an important part of marine surveillance [1] . Sharing the advantages of all-time and all-weather capabilities [2] , Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) becomes an effective source for ship target detection and is widely-used both in civilian and military applications [3] . Compared with general target detection in natural scene image, SAR ship detection meets its own characteristics and difficulties, including multiple scales of different ships, dense or sparse distribution of targets, complex inshore backgrounds and sea clutter influence, noise interferences, and so on. All these make it a challenging task.
The past decades have witnessed the development of ship detection technology in SAR image. Numerous methods are
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Datong Liu. reported in the literatures [4] - [6] . In general, traditional detection models can be divided into the following categories according to the features used during detection processing: statistics characteristics based models represented by Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [7] - [13] , image processing based methods like image enhancement by discrete wavelet transform [14] , template matching based methods like Search for Unidentified Maritime Objects (SUMO) detector [15] , and polarization information based methods [16] . These methods perform ship detection mainly through hand-crafted features or statistics models from different views and can adapt to different application backgrounds. Many of them have already been used in practical applications.
Recent years, SAR big data owing to modern platform and sensor technology appears and it calls for detection algorithms adapting to multiple sceneries. Following the rapidly developing deep learning technology, a series of deep learning-based algorithms for SAR ship detection are proposed. Deep learning methods, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs) firstly achieves great success in computer vision tasks such as classification, segmentation, detection and other real applications [17] - [19] due to their outstanding feature representation capability. For general target detection, typical two-stage detecting models including Regions with CNN features(R-CNN) [20] , fast RCNN [21] and faster RCNN [22] , one-stage detecting model including You Only Look Once (YOLO) frameworks [23] - [25] and Single Shot Detector (SSD) [26] are proposed using CNNs to extract features and perform well on benchmark datasets such as PASCAL VOC [27] and COCO [28] . Naturally these models have been discussed in some published literatures for SAR ship detection [29] - [31] . As SAR images are quite different from natural images, the detection accuracy and processing speed are not as good as expected if we transfer the general detection models directly. Fig.1 shows some samples of ships in SAR image with different shapes, scales and distributions. Firstly, multiple sensors provide multi-resolution SAR images. The resolutions of SAR images for ship detection can range from less than 1 meters to more than ten meters, which have different effects on ship detection. Besides, ships have various scales and shapes, ranging from several meters to hundreds of meters. Shown in SAR images, ship targets have the character of multiple scales and shapes. It requires an algorithm adapting to multi-scale target detection. Secondly, there are quite a lot of types of SAR images with multiple imaging modes, imaging conditions and different imaging sceneries. How to build a model keeping a strong feature extracting ability over different SAR data remains a challenging task. Aiming at these characters, scholars have proposed many modified models. Kang et al. [29] firstly introduced faster RCNN to ship detection in SAR image and to solve the issue of small ships detection, they chose to aggregate contextual features from different layers together and achieved an improved performance. Also based on faster RCNN, Lin et al. [32] used an encoding scale vector inspired from squeeze and excitation mechanism [33] to suppress redundant subfeature maps after ROI Pooling. Jiao et al. [30] detected multi-scale and multi-scene ship targets using densely connected network as backbone and introduced focal loss to faster RCNN structure. More recently, Wang et al. [34] used RetinaNet [35] and Schwegmann et al. [36] introduced Capsule Network to SAR ship detection. As most of these methods relied on the pretrained models on natural datasets to finetune the parameters of their models, Deng et al. [37] designed a new detector using condensed backbone network and feature reuse strategy, which can be trained from scratch. They proved that their detector performed better than ImageNet pre-trained model-based detectors. Besides, Zhao et al. [38] proposed to integrate the visual attention model in frequency domain into the CNN-based SAR ship detection framework, which brought a new thought for improving the performance of deep learning based methods.
Through the works above, we can see that deep-learning models share following advantages. Firstly, most of them are end-to-end models. Secondly, with strong feature extraction capability, compared with traditional detection methods, they perform better in multiple sceneries including complex surroundings. Thirdly, as data-driven methods, they provide a solution to the application of SAR big data. However, they still face many problems, of which the key points can be summarized as: speed and accuracy. Most existing works are dedicated to improving ship detection accuracy, but we have to see that in practical applications like on-orbit processing, improving the processing speed is also of vital importance. How to balance detection speed and accuracy remains a challenge to be solved.
In this paper, we give our solutions to above problems. From the perspective of lifting model processing speed, we design a new lightweight network based on the structure of SSD specially for SAR image called LSSD which can learn from scratch. By reducing parameter redundancy, the processing speed is improved without accuracy cost. Then on the basis of LSSD, we propose two feature representation optimizing modules to improve the detection accuracy. Feature fusion is a commonly adopted way to improve the performance of multi-scale targets detection [39] . Inspired from these works, we design a novel bi-directional feature fusing module which enhances both deep and shallow feature layers of CNN. Attention mechanism is also introduced to the network to further modify these features. Abundant experiments are carried out on a public SAR ship detection dataset (SSDD) [40] and the results show that our model with less parameters works better than other models with state-of-art performance both in speed and accuracy. Some GF-3 satellite SAR data under multiple modes are also used to verify the generalization capacity of our model. Main contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) An end-to-end lightweight model called LSSD is designed for ship detection in single polarization SAR images. Independent of pre-trained model on natural images, it can be trained from scratch with faster speed than SSD. (2) A bi-directional feature fusion module for sematic aggregation and feature reuse is proposed to improve the performance of multi-scale ship targets detection, which can enhance the features of both low and high layers in top-down way and down-top way. (3) To further optimize feature representation, attention mechanism is applied in the network to modify the feature layers for detection, helping the net pay more ''attention'' to salient parts and suppress indistinctive parts in both spatial dimension and channel dimension.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. Section III details the proposed method. Section IV introduces the experiment settings and analyzes the experimental results. Section V makes a further discussion and Section VI gives a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS A. MULTI-SCALE TARGETS DETECTION
Recent years, deep learning methods have been applied to target detection in remote sensing images widely [41] - [43] . Multiple scales of targets bring difficulties to these detection models. There are two streams of solutions to handle this issue of multi-scale targets detection. One is to apply detectors under some scale invariance conditions and the other is to carry out detection at the multi-scale feature layers. Image pyramid is an effective way to achieve scale invariance and is widely used in both traditional methods and deep learning methods. SIFT [44] was a classical handcraft scale invariance feature which is extracted on multi-scale image pyramids. In the model of SNIP [45] and SNIPER [46] , pyramids of images with multiple scales and sizes were addressed by different schemes to improve detection accuracy. But image pyramid method increases the inference time multiply. The second stream, feature pyramid methods are also an effective way to solve the problem. Deep learning based models use CNNs such as VGG [47] and ResNet [48] as backbone to extract features and generate multi-scale feature pyramids naturally. Higher feature map with larger receptive field contains more semantic information while the lower feature map with smaller receptive field contains more details information. SSD [26] utilized multiscale feature layers to generate different bounding boxes to detect targets of different size. Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [39] and Top Down Modulation (TDM) [49] were further proposed to fuse different feature layers in top-down way, adding semantic information from high layer to low feature layer. Inspired by these works, top-down feature fusion is widely used target detection of remote sensing images including works in reference [27] , [28] mentioned in section I. Wang et al. [50] proposed a network based on SSD which aggregates semantic information to lower layers by means of element wise addition. These methods improves detection performance of multi-scale targets. But usually they are oneway operations to add semantic information to lower layers, neglecting the information addition to higher layers.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
The attention mechanism originates from the visual mechanism of human beings. When looking at an image, we are usually first attracted by some saliency areas differing from backgrounds, which helps us to focus on targets of interest quickly. Inspired by this phenomenon, the attention mechanism has received many research for years from sequence-based tasks like language modeling to computer vision [51] , [52] . It is indeed to learn a weight mask which measures the significance levels of different part of feature layers in different tasks. And for CNNs, a channel-wise attention module was firstly applied in SENet [33] , which won the first place in ILSVRC 2017 classification challenge. Then Woo, et al. proposed both channel and spatial-wise attention module to acquire ''what'' to see in channel and ''where'' to see in special [53] . In detection task, a channel-wise attention was firstly used to GPR-DSOD model for natural imagery, and achieved satisfying results [44] . Inspired by these works, we introduce attention mechanism for feature optimizing and apply it in a more proper way for SAR ship detection.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The framework of the proposed method is depicted in Fig.2 . The whole network consists of three parts: feature extraction net, feature optimizing modules and detector. A modified lightweight VGG16 is used as backbone to produce a fixedsize collection of feature layers. Then selected feature layers are further modified by a bi-directional feature fusing module and attention mechanism module. Associated with a set of default bounding boxes similar to SSD, they are sent to convolutional predictors to acquire predictions of classification score and localization for ship targets. At last, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is performed to remove invalid bounding boxes and generate detection results. The details of the method are described below.
A. ARCHITECTURE OF THE FEATURE EXTRACTION NETWORK 1) LIGHTWEIGHT FEATURE EXTRACTING NETWORK
Truncated VGG16 is widely used as a base feature extractor in many detection models. The input of classical VGG16 net is a 3-channel image. For some tasks with 1-channel remote sensing images like single polarization SAR and panchromatic images, in order to adapt to such nets, a general way is to expand single channel into three channels. Not only does it bring redundant information to the net, also a lot of unnecessary parameters are trained, leading to an increases of training burden. The proposed lightweight model named as LSSD is designed according to the structure of VGG16-based FIGURE 2. The framework of proposed network. Detection flow from input image to ship detection results is indicated following the solid arrow. On the right side of the figure shows detailed parameters of the feature extraction network. Outputs of conv4_3, conv7 and conv8_2 (shown in yellow color) are selected as feature maps for detection and are optimized by following bi-directional feature fusing module and attention mechanism module. SSD, with one-channel SAR images as inputs to the network. The count of channels of each convolutional layer in original VGG16 is reduced by half. Then the fully connected layers of VGG16 are removed and 3 convolution blocks are added named as conv6, conv7 and conv8 respectively. Similar to SSD model, dilated kernels are used in conv6 and conv7 for expanding the receptive fields. Details of LSSD are shown in the right part of Fig.2 . Besides the count of channels in LSSD is reduced, the last three convolutional blocks of SSD are also removed. So, the number of parameters to be trained in LSSD is less than one fourth of that in SSD, which can improve the training and testing speed significantly.
2) FEATURE LAYERS FOR DETECTION
As shown in Fig.2 , outputs of conv4_3, conv7 and conv8_2 are chosen to make predictions of classification and location of ship targets. A set of default bounding boxes are associated to these feature maps. Conv4_3 is mainly responsible for small targets detection while the conv7 and conv8_2 are responsible for detecting larger targets. The scales and aspect ratios of default bounding boxes are set according to the size and shape of corresponding targets. The following classification and location predictions are conducted by two convolutional layers with convolutional kernel of 3×3 similar to SSD. At last, score threshold and intersection over union (IOU) threshold are set and non-maximum suppression (NMS) are applied for removing the invalid bounding boxes.
B. BI-DIRECTIONAL FEATURE FUSION MODULE
As CNNs going deeper, more abstract features with rich semantic information are extracted in deep layers, while in shallow layers, features of low-level details like location information are richer. In SSD model, low-level feature layers have relatively small receptive fields which are mainly responsible for small targets. On the contrary, high-level feature layers with larger receptive fields are responsible for larger targets. Multilayer information fusion is commonly used in detection to add semantic information to the lower layer in a top-down way. But they ignore the information addition to higher layers. Here, we propose a new bidirectional feature fusion module, fusing the features both in lower layers and higher layers using two blocks named semantic aggregation block and feature reuse block respectively. The operational process is shown in Fig.3 .
1) SEMANTIC AGGREGATION BLOCK
Semantic aggregation is performed between two adjacent feature layers in detection model in a top-down pathway, which can add semantic information from higher feature layer to lower feature layer. Suppose the lower layer is C1, and the higher layer is C2. Obviously C2 has larger respective field and smaller spatial resolution. In order to unify their spatial resolution, firstly an up-sampling operation is conducted to C2 using nearest neighbor up sampling by a factor of 2. After concatenation in channel dimension, the merged layer undergoes a 1×1 convolution operation to reduce the channel number to that ofC1. The framework is shown in Fig.3 (a) .
In our model, semantic aggregation takes place from conv7 to conv4_3. Having little additional parameters to train, this block can achieve semantic aggregation to lower feature layers and can be embedded in the train process with little extra computational burden.
2) FEATURE REUSE BLOCK
Opposite to semantic aggregation block, feature reuse block is conducted in a down-top way. It is shown as Fig.3 (b) . Firstly, a down-sampling operation is done to C1 to get a union of C1 and C2 in spatial resolution. Then similar to semantic aggregation block, a concatenation and 1 × 1 convolution operation are used to fuse C2 with C1. While the information from C1 has been acquired by C2 after a set of convolution and max pooling operation in forward propagation normally, it comes to C2 again directly. So, we call it feature reuse block. This block can also be embedded in training conveniently and brings little extra computational burden. And in our model, feature reuse block takes place between conv7 and conv8_2.
C. ATTENTION MECHANISM
A both channel and spatial-wise attention mechanism is applied to the feature layers before predicting class and localization. It can be divided into channel attention module and spatial attention module. The overall framework is shown in Fig.4 .
1) CHANNEL ATTENTION MODULE
Take the feature layer F(H × W × C) as an example. Different channels in F represent the different features. But the contribution for the final detection result of each channel is not equal. The channel attention module mainly learns a weight map of M C (1 × 1 × C) to measure the importance of each channel, teaching the net ''what'' to see. The progress is shown in Fig.5 .
Firstly, an average pooling and a maximum pooling are adopted to F in parallel to condense the spatial dimension of the feature layer, getting two channel attention vectors of F C−avg (1 × 1 × C) and F C−max (1 × 1 × C). Then the two vectors are connected with two multi-layer perceptions (MLP), of which the hidden layers are both set as C 2. Adding the outputs of the two parallel branches together and then sending it to a sigmoid function, the channel weight map M C is obtained. At last, the refined feature map F is acquired by multiplying input F and channel weight map M C element by element. The process can be described as:
where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication and σ donates the sigmoid function.
2) SPATIAL ATTENTION MODULE
The spatial attention module is proposed to acquire the weight map of a feature layer in spatial dimension. The idea originates from the visual mechanism of human being that one would pay more attention to silent targets compared with backgrounds to capture needed information quickly. So, a spatial weight map M S is learned to tell the net ''where'' to see in a feature map.
As shown in Fig.6 , the spatial module is performed after the channel attention module, taking channel refined feature map F as input. Like the channel attention module, an average pooling and a max pooling is performed to F in channel dimension in parallel to acquire the map F S−avg and F S−max with dimension of H × W × 1. Then they are entered to the following convolutional layer with filter kernel of size 3 × 3 respectively. Here, we choose the filter of 3 × 3 instead of other size to maintain the sensibility of response to small targets. The results of the parallel branches are concatenated in channel dimension and after a convolutional layer with a filter of size 1 × 1 and sigmoid function, the spatial weight map M S is acquired. Finally, F and M S are multiplied element by element. The operation is described as:
where σ donates the sigmoid function, f 3×3 and f 1×1 denote the convolutional layer with filter size of 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 respectively, ⊕ denotes a concatenation operation and ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication.
D. TRAINING
Similar to SSD, the loss of our model is a weighted sum of the confidence loss and the localization loss:
where c is the class confidence and l, g denote location prediction box and the ground truth box respectively. λ is a weight term and is set as 1 in our experiments. The confidence loss is a two-class softmax loss and is as follows:
The localization loss is a Smooth L1 loss between l and g.
The offsets for the center (cx, cy), width (w) and height (h) are regressed like SSD:
As its parameters are much less than SSD model, this lightweight model can be trained from scratch using detection datasets, which means it does not have to rely on the pretrained models on classification datasets to initialize the network as most models do. After all, classification and detection are different visual tasks. The advantage of training from scratch lies in that characteristics of detection dataset can be fully taken into account during the training without being influenced by classification tasks.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this part, the SSDD dataset described and analyzed in section A. is used for validating the proposed method in details. Then a series of experiments are set to evaluate the influence of lightweight design, bi-directional feature fusion module, attention mechanism and their combinations. We also compare our method with other methods with stateof-art performance for SAR ship detection. Besides, some GF-3 SAR satellite images are used to test the generalization performance of our trained model.
A. DATASET AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
SSDD [40] is a public detection dataset specially for SAR ship target. Images in the dataset are from sensors including RadarSat-2, TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1. With a similar annotation structure as PASCAL VOC, there are 1160 images including 2456 ships in the dataset. The dataset is separated into a training set, a validation set and a test set with a ratio of 7:2:1. Some details of SSDD are shown in Table 1 .
Samples in Fig.1 are all from SSDD. In SSDD, only ships larger than 3 pixels are labeled. To train our model, images of SSDD are resized to shape of 300 × 300 as inputs. We find that the aspect ratios of small ships usually change from 1:1 to 1:2, while aspect ratios of larger ships may change in range from 1:1 to 1:4. Settings of aspect ratio and scales of default bounding boxes for each feature layer are shown in table 2 . Besides, an extra scale for default boxes with ratio of 1:1 in each feature layer is also set. There are total 8742 default boxes generated in the whole network. Experiments are implemented under TensorFlow framework by python language on a 64-bit computer with Ubuntu 16.06, CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6770K @4.00GHz ×8, and NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti with CUDA9.0 and cuDNN7.0. The maximum training iteration is 120k. We set the initial learning rate as 0.0001 for first 20k iterations, 0.00001 for next 60k iterations and 0.000001 for last 40k iterations. Batch size is set as 24. Momentum optimizer is used with weight decay, gamma and momentum value as 0.0005, 0.1 and 0.9 respectively.
B. EVALUATION INDICATORS
To evaluate the detection performance of different methods, the Precision Rate (PR), Recall Rate(RR) and Average Precision (AP) are used as indicators. Firstly, PR is defined as:
RR is defined as: (7) where N tp denotes the number of correct ships being detected, N total−target denotes the total number of targets detected, and N ground−truth denotes the number of ground truths. AP is defined as:
where p represents the PR and r represents RR. AP is a comprehensive index which reflects the overall detection performance of an algorithm, while PR and RR reflect the accuracy of the algorithm under a certain threshold. In our experiments, PR and AR are calculated under the score threshold as 0.15 and IOU threshold as 0.7. The higher these indicators are, the better an algorism is. Specially, we calculate the RR on small targets to evaluate the performance of different models on small target detection. Here, small ships are defined as the ships with pixels less than 50 in the resized image. In our test dataset, there are 124 small ships in total.
To measure the speed, average training and testing time cost on one image are used.
C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this part, the effects of lightweight design, feature fusion module, attention mechanism and their combinations are tested and evaluated separately.
1) EFFECT OF LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
Firstly, the feature representation capability of LSSD model is tested in a remote sensing scene classification task. Following the structure of VGG16, two fully connected layers with dimension of 2048 are added after conv5 block of LSSD, and the output is sent to SoftMax function for classification. This lightweight VGG16 (LVGG) is trained with single channel remote sensing images shot by panchromatic sensor in DSRSID dataset [55] , which has eight categories. After 80k iterations of training, a Precision Rate of 98.91% is achieved on test set, reflecting the good feature representation capability of the LSSD model. Next, the LSSD model is compared with VGG16-based SSD model in speed as well as detection performance. SSD is initialized with pretrained VGG16 model on ImageNet. LSDD is trained in two ways: training from scratch and finetuning the network on basis of the pretrained LVGG model mentioned above. The PR, RR, as well as average training and testing time are shown in Table 3 .
We can see that the speed of LSSD is much faster than SSD. In training stage, the time cost on single image in LSSD reduces almost 10 ms than SSD. Two models have similar detection performance. LSSD training from scratch achieves slightly better AP than the other two, as learning from scratch can avoid the influence of other datasets in initialing the network. The loss curves in training stage shown in Fig.7 give more details of the two training means for LSSD. Learning from scratch convergences a little slower, but it does not affect the value of losses at the end of training.
2) EFFECT OF BI-DIRECTIONAL FEATURE FUSION MODULE
The performance of the bi-directional feature fusion module (named BFF for short) is analyzed in this part. Firstly, different means for feature layers fusing are compared. In our module, different feature layers are concatenated in channel dimension. Another fusing means is to add them up in spatial dimension, which is widely used in models like FPN [39] . They are tested in the LSSD model as well as SSD model (namely Add and Concat respectively), and the results are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that both of them can improve detection performance, especially in the RR of small ships. But Concat has better performance, improving the AP by 1.32% and 1.17% compared with respective baseline. It overcomes the information offsets caused by element-wise addition in spatial dimension. Besides, we can find that the LSSD model has a better performance on small ships detection than SSD under these three conditions. Secondly, the proposed feature fusion method is compared with classical FPN model [39] and TDM model [49] , which are used in many target detection tasks. FPN and TDM fuse the feature layers both in top-down way. These three methods are used on LSSD to verify their effects. The results are shown in Table 5 . It can be seen that LSSD with our feature fusion module has the best performance in all these indicators, verifying the validity of our bi-directional fusing design.
Some samples of multi-scale ships detection results are shown in Fig.8 . Images in the first line are ground truths. The first two columns show samples of ships near the shore, and there are some disturbances of similar scales to ships. In the third column, the image has three ships of different scales and shapes. And the fourth column shows the detection results of small ships. It can be seen our method achieves the best PR and RR among these methods.
3) EFFECT OF ATTENTION MECHANISM
The proposed attention mechanism (named AM) is tested both on LSSD and SSD models and the other two popular attention modules proposed in SENet [33] (named SE) and CBAM model [53] (named CBAM) are used for comparison. In our AM method, the attention mechanism is set to modify the feature layers for detection, while SE and CBAM attention modules are conducted behind each block of feature extraction network. The testing results are shown in Table 6 . As attention mechanism contributes to a better feature representation, all these three methods improve detection performance with varying degrees. Our attention module achieves best AP. It is worth to mention that LSSD_CBAM achieves the best RR both on overall test set and on small ships. However, there are a lot of false alarms at the same time, causing the PR as low as 82.57%. A single RR or PR indicator cannot reflect the overall performance of a method. The performance of CBAM and SE here is not as good as their performance in natural image tasks, because they cannot be trained well on SSDD which is much smaller compared with natural image datasets. In general, the simpler AM attention mechanism can achieve the best overall performance on relatively small SAR detection dataset. 
4) COMBINATION OF FEATURE FUSION MODULE AND ATTENTION MECHANISM
In this part, the performance of combinations of feature fusion module and attention mechanism are tested on LSSD and SSD models. Naturally there are two combination means: applying attention mechanism at first to feature layers and then carrying out bi-directional feature fusion operation (named combine1); fusing the feature layers firstly and then modifying them with attention mechanism (named com-bine2). Detection results of the two combination means as well as baselines are shown in Table. 7.
There is an interesting phenomenon that separately using the proposed feature fusion module and attention module can both improve the detection performance. If these two modules are adopted at the same time and the attention module is in the first, the performance is not as good as expected, even worse than only using attention module. But if the fusing module is used in the first and attention mechanism in the second, the best performance is achieved with AP being improved by 2.22% and 2.29% compared with baseline respectively. And Fig.9 shows some samples of detection results of the two combination means performed on SSD and LSSD. Ground truths are shown in Fig. 8 (a) . We give a further analysis in discussion part.
5) COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this part, we further compare the best results of our method with some other models including faster RCNN [22] , FC-faster RCNN [56] , GAN-OHEM [31] , DC-faster RCNN [30] besides SSD [26] . The PR and RR of the first four methods are calculated under the same score threshold as mentioned in reference [30] . And the result is shown in the Table 8 .
FC-faster RCNN and DC-faster RCNN are proposed based on Faster-RCNN, and they improve the AP and PR compared with faster RCNN, but increase the average training and testing time. The faster RCNN based-models and faster RCNN show little advantages than SSD in detection performance, while their processing speed is much slower. The reason is that with more complex structure, they cannot be trained well with small detection dataset like SSDD. GAN-OHEM utilize generative adversarial nets (GAN) and online hard example mining (OHEM) to enlarge the data in training and carry out detection on RCNN, costing much more train and test time, while its performance is the worst among these methods. Our method achieves best performance in AP, PR, and has a significant advantage in speed, reducing the training and testing time by 9.24ms and 4.8ms respectively compared with SSD. Besides, for small ships detection, our method can also achieve the highest RR, reflecting its good ability in multiscale target detection.
6) SOME FAILING SAMPLES
Although compared with SSD and some other detection methods above, the proposed model improves a lot both in PR and speed, there are still some ships failing to be detected. Some typical samples and their ground truths are shown in Fig. 10 . And we find that these failing cases are very common in these detection models.
In the first column, an object on the land is mistaken as a ship being detected, as its shape and gray features are very similar to that of a ship, while in the second column, a small island is detected as a ship wrongly. Conducting a proper separation of land and sea before ship detection may avoid some false alarms like them. In the third column, the bounding boxes could not distinguish the intensive ships well, and this is a typical issue of horizontal region detection. Besides, as the fourth column shown, there are some missing ships especially when the SAR image contains a lot of noises. In Fig.8 , there are also some small ships not being detected, causing the RR not as good as expected. We think the reason may be that the features of small ships are easily merged with the background in down sampled feature maps. Feature optimizing operation could help avoiding some of these cases. But stronger feature representation is still to be researched.
D. TESTING ON GF-3 DATA
To test the generalization performance of the trained model, in this part, GF-3 SAR data are used. Launched in 2016 by China, GF-3 is a C-band multi-polarized synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging satellite with multiple imaging modes and spatial resolutions. In our experiment, several GF-3 images in various sceneries with different imaging modes and resolutions are employed. Large-swath images are separated into image pieces with size of 300 × 300 as inputs to the model, and outputs are rejoined together (in testing, the size of input image is not limited to 300 × 300). As some targets are split into different pieces, they might be detected more than one time. Ground truths are achieved by manual interpretation combined with some other information sources including optical satellite images. Two detection samples in different sceneries under imaging mode of fine stripe II (FSII) with polarization of VV are shown in Fig.11 . And more samples with various imaging modes are shown in Appendix. Our model achieves rather good performance on GF-3 SAR data under multiple sceneries, which does not appear in training set. The PR is over 90%, and the RR is over 80%, reflecting good generalization capacity of our model. Besides, as shown in Appendix, our model can adapt to multi-scale and multiscenery ship detection for GF-3 images.
V. DISCUSSION
Below we give a further discussion of experimental results:
• The first experiment proves the effects of LSSD. LSSD model improves the training and testing speed significantly, and its detection performance is even better than SSD, especially in small ship detection. With less parameters and simpler structure, the LSSD model can be trained more adequately on a relatively small dataset. Training from scratch ensures that the model can avoid the influence of pretrained parameters on other type of datasets and other tasks.
• In the second experiment, bi-directional feature fusion module is verified. Compared with other information fusion methods, there are two main characteristics in this module: firstly, it contains a semantic aggregation block, which enriches the semantic information of lower layers from top to down, and a feature reuse block, which enriches the detail information of higher layers in down-top way. Secondly, it utilizes the means of concatenation in channel dimension for fusion, leaving the network learn how to fuse different layers by itself. Experiments show that compared with the means of addition for feature fusion and other classical methods [29] , [40] , our module is more suitable for SAR ship detection.
• Then, the attention mechanism is verified. Similar to CBAM [53] , the attention mechanism utilizes the maxpooling and average-pooling both in channel attention and spatial attention at the same time. And our attention mechanism is conducted only to modify the feature layers for detection, while the popular attention mechanisms in CBAM and SENet [33] are used behind every block of feature extraction network. Experiments show that our module has better performance. The reason may be that the scale of SAR detection dataset is not so large as natural image dataset, which leads to an inadequately trained model for CBAM and SENet.
• Then the proposed bi-directional feature fusion module and attention mechanism are combined for SAR image ship detection. Interestingly, the two combination means, carrying out attention module at first and carrying out feature fusion module at first, show an obvious difference. The former performs much worse than the later. Next, we give an analysis. The attention mechanism can teach the network ''what'' and ''where'' to see, where more important channels and pixels will be given more ''attention'' to by weight maps. So, the attention mechanism can be considered as a process of feature sharpening. Our feature fusion module tries to merge more information from different layers, and it is a process of feature integration. When the two modules are used separately, both of them can improve the performance of the models, increasing the AP by about 1.5% respectively. But if we use the attention mechanism modifying feature layers at first and then send them into feature fusion module, the sharpened features are merged, which will cause an information offset. From the results, it can be seen that the performance of this kind of combination is worse than using attention module alone both on SSD and LSSD. On the other hand, if we carry out feature fusion module first to get the merged features and then modify them with attention mechanism, the fused information is further sharpened. We can see that the best performance is achieved in this way which improves the AP by 2.22% and 2.29% on SSD and LSSD respectively. Besides, the two modules bring little additional computation, and do not affect the overall speed of the model.
• Compared with other detection models., our method has the fastest speed and best performance in AP and PR. And the ship detecting test on GF-3 satellite data which is not included in training set shows that our model has good generalization capacity. Still there are some ships not to be detected in our model. The proposed method can be improved from the following aspects: a proper separation of land and sea before detection to avoid some false alarms of land object, using rotation bounding box instead of horizontal bounding box to detect the intensive ships. And a more effective feature representation might help to increase the RR.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a lightweight model (LSSD), a bi-directional feature fusion module and an attention mechanism are proposed for SAR image ship detection. According to the characteristic of single channel SAR images, the number of channels in SSD is reduced by half and the last 3 convolutional blocks are removed. This design increases the speed of training and testing significantly, and thus the model can be trained from scratch. The bi-directional feature fusion module adds the semantic information to lower layers from higher layer and adds the details information from lower layers to higher layers respectively, which can improve the performance of multi-scale ship detection. The attention mechanism module is applied to modify the feature layers, helping the network capture the silent features and suppress less useful ones. The results show that this method can get better detection performance on SSDD dataset, especially the best performance is achieved when the bi-direction feature fusion module is firstly applied before the attention mechanism module. And the ship detection experiment for GF-3 satellite remote sensing images verifies the generalization of this method. However, although the proposed model performs better than other detection models in speed and accuracy, it still needs further improvements. Some objects on the land would be mistaken as ships and the intensive ships cannot be detected perfectively. So, a proper separation of land and sea in traditional methods and detecting with rotational bounding boxes like the approach proposed in reference. [50] can be used to modify this model. Besides, this model is designed for single polarization SAR images, it does not adapt to multi-polarization SAR ship detection. How to utilize the multi-polarization information and carry out a fast and efficient detection for multi-polarization SAR will be further researched in our future work.
APPENDIX
More samples of detecting results in GF-3 data under various imaging modes are shown in Fig.12 to show the effectiveness of the proposed network.
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